
  



  

Dungeons and Daydreams  | Alya Hatta & Ji Won Cha

“To create a work of art is to create the world.”

Wassily Kandinsky

This is the world of Dungeons and Daydreams, spectacularly 
imagined and built by artists Alya Hatta  and Ji Won Cha. Together, 
they will transport you through imagined and nostalgic worlds.

The pair’s first duo exhibition in the UK, Dungeons and Daydreams, 
features new works from Hatta and Cha, two London-based artists 
who share a passion for world building. Their combined works 
explore both the dichotomies that surround us, and a search for a 
natural harmony. Together, they invite visitors to contemplate the 
contradictions and tensions that exist within the natural world.

The exhibition title is a playful reference to the legendary fantasy 
tabletop role-playing game, Dungeons and Dragons. However, the 
artworks on display go beyond mere fantasy and delve into the art of 
creating worlds that fundamentally do not exist, yet are recognisable 
and nostalgic. Through their unique techniques and styles, Hatta and 
Cha explore the contradicting interfaces in life and seek solace and 
inspiration in nature. Nature is universal in its contradictions - 
equally adored and feared. Alya Hatta's paintings are a beautiful 
amalgamation of memories from different locations, depicting the 
diversity and complexity of the natural world. While Ji Won Cha's 
artworks are steeped in emotion, evoking a sense of melancholy and 
introspection.

Alya Hatta draws on experiences and memories to create worlds that 
experiment with form, colour, and space. Her works explore 
intimacies and the human condition, and draw inspiration from 
people and communities both near and far. Hatta’s works breathe in 
the space, creating alternate realities and new, safe spaces, celebrating 
her identity and the communities that she has encountered.

The largest of her works 100 Kilos Uphill, Hour One and Two, rest 
together in the exhibition, forming the basis of the five sculptures. 
Here, she depicts a struggling hike, examining the ground she steps 
on and the life that lives there. The work pulses from the wall with 
vibrancy and colour. Hatta pushes her mediums to their limits, 
resulting in works that are constantly revisiting memories and 
interactions. Plants appear throughout, including tropical plants from 
Malaysia, and garden varieties from London. Her recent trip to Spain 
inspired an exploration of microecologies, herbs, and weeds in her 
works. It was a welcome change from London, where she feels 
withdrawn from nature, since almost all nature is hindered and 
designed by humans. 

Hatta’s sculptures are composed from a diversity of found materials; 
old clothes from Malaysia, bike chains and pearls, often found from 
the local communities in East Street Market, combined with paint. 
She has a close relationship with the Vendors, and enjoys their 
curation of materials, encouraging a community feeling to her 
practice. Though made by the artist’s hands, the folds of the 
sculptures appear organic, like specimens or ruptures of the earth’s 
crust. The works are held together through tension on the medium, 
mirroring the duality of the artist’s personality.

Both artists seek solace and inspiration in nature. Alya Hatta's 
memories of the natural and varied flora of Malaysia are beautifully 
portrayed in her paintings, capturing the essence of the country's rich 
biodiversity. Ji Won Cha, on the other hand, examines the over-
curated, ornamental outdoors that is a byproduct of human 
intervention, seeking to understand the impact of human activity on 
the natural world.

Cha’s works examine the contradictions and tensions that exist within 
our natural world, using nature as a metaphor to portray conflicting 
feelings existing in the same space and time. Painting in an abstract 
language, her works combine broad inspiration from today’s social 
media to epic ancient folklore. Nature is used within the context of 



  

the work to provide an entry point to the viewer, with each work feels like a 
contradictory discovery. Cha’s works examine the constant adjusting and altering of 
the natural world by humankind - the over breeding for consumption, the intervening 
evolution of brighter, more attractive flowers, and the fabrication of landscaping.

These contradictions are clearly demonstrated through Fearless Is My Heart I & II. 
These voluminous works have a seductive quality, inspired by ice glaciers falling 
down and meeting with a splash in the water in the artist’s iconic, glossy look. They 
communicate with each other, erupting and descending, pushing and pulling. These 
works are planned clearly, equally fluid in execution and carefully mapped.

Cha’s exhibited work includes Entangled. This work pervades our subconscious, 
reflecting themes of longing for something out of reach, with its precarious, leering 
and ominous hang. Voyeuristic. Unapproachable. It is an optic that holds a lot of 
class structures, with feelings of ‘a better life’, feeling far away to so many. Cha’s 
works contain a pure and persistent sense of prayer and wishing. When painting, the 
artist repeats titles and themes to herself, longing for the work to reveal. This potent 
sense of desire is prevalent through each painting - the dream and desire for 
something different. 
The smaller oil on canvas works reflect poetically on a story from Cha’s childhood. 
Her parents described how flowers, such as the daffodil depicted, are at their most 
beautiful just before their death. This is why people pick them. The flowers here are 
glass - fragile, seducing, dangerous.
 
Together, Hatta and Cha’s works create an immersive experience that explores the 
relationships between emotion, memory and nature, inviting visitors to contemplate 
the contradictions and tensions that exist within the natural world. There is magic 
and mystery in their mastery. 
This exhibition is a celebration of the art of world-building. Join us on this journey 
of introspection and exploration as we delve into the world of Dungeons and 
Daydreams. 

Text by Mollie Barnes.

Wilder gallery, in collaboration with Mollie Barnes  are pleased to present Dungeons 
& Daydreams, the second of a series of three exhibitions that spotlight incredible 
emerging voices in Contemporary Art.  

Mollie Barnes is an independent Curator, whose exhibition-
making, programming and research lives at the intersection of 
contemporary art, queer and feminist histories. She is dedicated to 
championing artists across all sectors. Her Curatorial practice has 
been praised internationally. Her work has been featured in 
Christie’s, Apollo Magazine, Art Normade, F Word Mag, Matrons 
& Mistresses, The Wick, Living Etc… Glass Magazine, The 
Courtauld and many more. In 2021 she curated and led 
programming for ‘YOLK!’, a digital showcase of the Taurisano 
Collection. Together, the 21 works explored the current 
‘rediscovering’ of historically underrepresented artists to a global 
audience. In 2020, Mollie designed ‘The Fundamentals of Art 
Business’ with Christie’s Education for those without a traditional 
background, like herself. 

Wilder Gallery, was founded during the December lockdown in 
2020 and opened its doors to its Kensal Rise gallery in April 2021. 
The gallery was founded by Michelle Lee Medjeral-Tomas, a 
Curator with over 10 years industry experience and mother of three. 
 The independent gallery showcases and champions emerging and 
contemporary art. Their physical exhibition program specialises in 
solo and duo presentations with an emphasis on showcasing the 
works of female-identifying artists. They use their online exhibition 
program to fundraise for artist and gallery nominated charitable 
causes. To date they have fundraised for the Trussell Trust, Cancer 
Research UK, The Brain Tumour Charity, Bees & Refugees, Burma 
CampaignUK, Mind Charity and TreeSisters. Moving away from 
the traditional artist representation model, Wilder Gallery instead 
invite collaboration with artists, curators and organisations to 
provide a dynamic exhibition programme, and support and create 
opportunities for an artist's career.

Instagram: @wilder.gallery
For Enquiries contact: info@wilder.gallery



  

Alya Hatta (b.1999, Malaysia) is an interdisciplinary artist based 
between London and Kuala Lumpur. She graduated from her BA 
Fine Art at Goldsmiths, University of London before finding herself 
in the MA Painting Course at Royal College of Art. She has 
exhibited internationally in London, Milan, Paris, Kuala Lumpur, 
Tokyo, Tübingen and Sydney amongst others. Hatta is a member of 
London-based Southeast Asian artist group ‘Unamed Collective’.

Drawing on personal experiences and memories, Hatta uses the 
dynamism of colour, form, sound and space to explore the realm of 
digital and physical in representing her Southeast Asian identity, and 
to portray the colourful intimacies of the diasporic human condition. 
She takes inspiration from the communities of both her South-
London and Kuala Lumpur residences as well as Southeast Asian 
mythology to create alternate realities in an attempt to find new 
spaces in which she can call home.

Solo Exhibitions

2023 Playing Chopsticks at S.E.A Focus with Yavuz Gallery, 
Singapore
2022 Up On Stilts, The Room, London
2022 Ida, Lupo Gallery, Milano
2020, Playground, Zhan Art | Space, Selangor
2017 Aphrodisia, Minut Init Gallery, Kuala Lumpur

Selected Exhibitions

2023 Eve Presents 3 with Eve Leibe Gallery, Rome
2023 New Origins With Andrea Festa, Rome
2023 New Now at Art SG with Pi Artworks, Singapore
2023 Friends And Family II, Pi Artworks, London
2022 Well Cold, Moosey Gallery, Norwich
2022 Ingram Prize Exhibition, Unit 1 Gallery, London
2022 MMG X Studio Chapple, Start Art, Saatchi Gallery, London
2022 Group Presentation, Yavuz Gallery, Asia Now, Paris
2022 Group presentation, Yavuz Gallery, Sydney Contemporary
2022 Fragments, Omer Tiroche Gallery, London
2022 There Goes The Neighbourhood, Indigo + Madder, London
2022 5 O’Clock Shadow, Prior Art Space, Barcelona
2022 Trickster, APT Gallery, London
2022 Play/Pause, Chisenhale Project Space, London

2022 Unamed Collective : A Tea Party, Huxley Parlour, London
2022 Flesh Of Painting, Liliya Art Gallery, London
2022 Identity By The Artistellar, 67 York Street, London
2022 De-Oriented, The Ugly Duck, London
2022 Friends And Family, Pi Artworks, London
2022 Finding Home, Tate Britain, London
2021 Wei-ling Gallery Young Gallery Artist Incubator Show, Kuala 
Lumpur
2021 Anthology Of Metaverses 1.0, Online Show
2021  In Other Company, Deptford X Festival, London
2021 Unity, We Are Filamen, Kongsiki, Kuala Lumpur
2021 100 Pieces: Art For All, Wei-Ling Contemporary, Kuala Lumpur
2020 Misplaced, Oped Space, Tokyo
2020 Rrrawrrr!!! Women Artist Exhibition, Maybank Art Gallery, Kuala 
Lumpur
2020 Lava Club Experience, Mercato Metropolitano, London
2019 Sh/ft, Blackbox Publika, :Kuala Lumpur
2019 Snakes and Ladders, The Incubator, Kuala Lumpur
2019 Generate! Festival, Tubinggen, Germany
2019 Third Nature, Safehouse 2, London
2018 Goldsmiths Festival Of The Arts 

Residencies

Goldsmiths CCA Residents Programme – Oct 2021 - Present
 As part of our women of colour collective ‘FloorFive’, we will be 
running monthly workshops at Goldsmiths Centre for Contemporary Art 
creating discussions about cross-cultural art practices via a diverse range 
of mediums. 

Collaborations / Prizes
2022 MMG X Start Art Fair Shortlist
2022 Ingram Prize Shortlist 
2022 Sum Of Eight Jacket And Window Commission
 2021 JW Anderson Custom Sneaker Commission 
 2020 Dazed Magazine New Gen Gap

Website: www.hatta.studio

Instagram: @alyahatta

Email: aly.hatta@gmail.com

http://www.hatta.studio/
mailto:aly.hatta@gmail.com


  

Ji Won Cha ( b. 1997, South Korea) is based in London. In 2020 
Cha graduated from the Rhode Island School of Design with a BFA 
in Painting, and is currently studying MA Painting  at The Royal 
College of Art.

Cha paintings focus on re-articulating the sublime in the 21st 
century. Cha is interested in exploring ideas of mass anxiety on a 
collective scale, driven by macro reasons such as health concerns, 
natural disasters, war, etc. Her paintings focus on  circumstances of 
not knowing and  loss of control to depict this feelings defeat but 
also with hope, using imageries that represent heightened senses of 
experiences. Dedicated to capturing the co-existence of 
contradicting feelings, her works find seduction in darkness, distress 
in beauty, and tranquility in chaos. It is about the anticipation for a 
future that is supposed to happen, but doesn’t materialise. These 
futures collapse into the present and the future always remaining out 
of reach, to be idealized, anticipated, but forever uncertain. Cha 
expresses these feelings using the natural world as a metaphor, 
where nature exists as  both a celebration of life and contemplation 
of fear; a subject of spiritual longing but also a subject of technical 
evolutionary development. The resultant paintings appear as flows 
of imagery from a seemingly unconscious mind.

Education

2021 - Present | MA Painting, Royal College of Art
2016 - 2020 | BFA Painting, Rhode Island School of Design
Selected Exhibition
2023 | Look mum no hands, BeAdvisors art, London
2023 | Two by Two, BWG gallery, London
2022 | Dreamland 304 (solo show), Four You Gallery, online
2022 | /ru:t/, Bermondsey Project Space, London
2022 | One is Not Born but Rather becomes, The Bhavan, London
2022 | RAW, Soho Revue, London
2021 | Catch a Glimpse, Gallery Float, Gyounggi do, Korea
2020 | Eulji Art Fair, Eulji Twin Tower, Seoul, Korea
2020 | K-Art shows in Hanok, LeeSoo Gallery, Seoul, Korea
2020 | 41th Korea Creative Art Exhibition, Hongik Daehangno Art 
Center, Seoul, Korea

2020 | Painting Senior Show, Woods-Gerry Gallery, Providence RI
2019 | ASYAAF & Hidden Artist Festivals, Dongdaemun Design Plaza, 
Seoul, Korea
2019 | Painting Triennial Exhibition, Woods-Gerry Gallery, Providence 
RI
2018 | ASYAAF & Hidden Artist Festivals, Dongdaemun Design Plaza, 
Seoul, Korea

Awards

2020 | The 56th Gyounggi Art Contest, Honourable Mention
2020 | The 41th Korea Creative Art Contest Exhibit, Bronze prize
2020 | The 18th Gyeom Jae Art Contest t, Special prize
2018-2020 | RISD Honors Student Academic Award
Publication
2022 | WIP Show, Royal College of Art, 
https://wip2022.rca.ac.uk/students/jiwon-cha
2020 | RISD Senior Show 2020 RISD Museum, 
https://publications.risdmuseum.org/risd-senior-show-
2020-painting/new-ji-won-cha-painting-risd-senior-show-2020#

Collections

Seoul Metropolitan Government (purchased in 2020)
RISD Special Collection, Rhode Island School of Design Fleet library 
Providence, RI (donated in 2019)
Sookmyung Girl's High School (donated in 2016)

Website: www.jiwonchastudio.squarespace.com

Instagram: @jcha_artac

Email: 10001865@network.rca.ac.uk



  



  

Alya Hatta

100 Kilos Uphill, Hour Two

2023

Oil, Acrylic, Latex, Spray Paint on 
Mixed Fabric and Canvas

160  x 120 x 3 cm



  

Alya Hatta

100 Kilos Uphill, Hour One

2023

Oil, Acrylic, Latex, Spray Paint on 
Mixed Fabric and Canvas

160  x 120 x 3 cm



  



  

Alya Hatta

Earth Jam Crostata Slice 1

2023

Rubber Tube, Chain, Mixed 
Fabric, Latex, Wax, Spray and Oil 
Paint.

20 x 18 x 11 cm



  

Alya Hatta

Earth Jam Crostata Slice 2

2023

Rubber Tube, Chain, Mixed 
Fabric, Latex, Wax, Spray and Oil 
Paint.

25 x 20 x 9 cm



  

Alya Hatta

Earth Jam Crostata Slice 3

2023

Rubber Tube, Chain, Mixed 
Fabric, Latex, Wax, Spray and Oil 
Paint.

22 x 15 x 8 cm



  

Alya Hatta

Earth Jam Crostata Slice 4

2023

Rubber Tube, Chain, Mixed 
Fabric, Latex, Wax, Spray and Oil 
Paint.

20 x 16 x 11 cm



  

Alya Hatta

Earth Jam Crostata Slice 5

2023

Rubber Tube, Chain, Mixed 
Fabric, Latex, Wax, Spray and Oil 
Paint.

24 x 21 x 15 cm



  

Ji Won Cha

Adore It While It Is Beside 
You

2023

Oil on canvas

50  x 50 x 4 cm



  

Ji Won Cha

Time Before Death

2023

Oil on canvas

50  x 50 x 4 cm



  



  

Ji Won Cha

Fearless Is My Heart

2023

Oil on canvas

140 x 100 x  4 cm



  

Ji Won Cha

Fearless Is My Heart II

2023

Oil on canvas

140 x 100 x 4 cm



  

Ji Won Cha

Entangled

 2023

Oil on canvas

160 x 120 x 4cm



  

Partnership Programmes:

Wilder Gallery partners with Own Art,  enabling art buyers from the UK to 
acquire work between £100 - £2,500 over a 10 month interest free period. 
The artwork is delivered immediately and available to enjoy before the first 
instalment is paid. If you would like to purchase with Own Art or find out 
more please email Michelle info@wilder.gallery .

 

Wilder Gallery partners with Art Money, enabling art buyers from the UK, 
US, Australia and New Zealand to acquire work between £1,000 & £100,000 
over a 10 months interest free period. The works is available to deliver  
immediately. To follow the simple sign up process please click here.

Wilder Gallery, 77 College Road, London NW10 5ES

www.wilder.gallery | info@wilder.gallery | +44 (0) 7747 635 823

mailto:info@wilder.gallery
https://www.artmoney.com/uk
mailto:info@wilder.gallery
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